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I. SUMMARY

Although electric propulsion has been recognized for

several decades as the appropriate technique for achieving

orbital transfers with minimum fuel expenditures, it has not

had significant use in actual space missions. A primary factor

in the selection of propulsion systems is flight experience.

Such experience, however, cannot be accumulated unless initial

use is made of a system in space, which requires either an

overwhelming need for new technology or a limited need in

a relatively low risk mission. The former requirement usually

cannot occur without imperiling the proposed mission; the

latter need existed in selection of the pulsed plasma micro-

thruster (PPT) for satellite station-keeping. An electric

propulsion development strategy is considered in which a family

of thrusters is based on multiple stages of electromagnetic

acceleration utilizing the PPT as the initial stage.

Theoretical studies indicate the ability of second-stage

acceleration to provide higher specific impulse and thrust

efficiency using the PPT exhaust as a source of plasma mass.

Doubling of the plasma speed, with thrust efficiencies in

excess of 50 percent appear possible. Studies also consider

the use of the PPT exhaust to initiate an ablation arc in

the second-stage thruster, thereby providing higher total

thrust at useful specific impulse levels (1000-1500 sec).

A sample design is presented (Appendix B) in which a pulse

forming network (PFN) is matched to a second-stage quasi-steady

ablationfed thruster at 1500 sec and 10 mlb average thrust

level. Elementary system calculations (Appendix A) indicate

that such a design configuration could deliver up to 60 percent

of the initial spacecraft mass from LEO-to-GEO (assuming 80

percent of the power system is part of the mission payload).

Experimental tests explored three multi-stage thruster

configurations, comprising pulsed acceleration of PPT plasma

to 4 x 104 m/s by a long second-stage, and quasi-steady ablation

of additional Teflon plasma in second-stages with short



electrodes. The latter thrusters provide plasma speeds of

1.7-2.5 x 104 m/s with nearly constant average particle fluxes

for the duration of the PFN current pulse (150 psec after

the PPT transient). It appears that variation of total impulse

by changing the current pulsetime can permit multi-stage thrusters

to match available mission power levels and transfer times.

The notion of a critical limiting exhaust speed for self-field

electromagnetic thrusters is examined (Appendix C) using a

model in which convective cooling by propellant flow and ablation

balances resistive heating. At a speed that can be close

to Alfven critical speed, ablation is necessary to cool the

thruster and may result in a velocity "plateau". Voltage

oscillations associated with flow speed fluctuations can occur

if the efficiency of heat transfer frnm the plasma to ablation

- involves a scale size comparable to that f:r current density

variation. The use of exothermic vs endothermic propellant

slabs is also considered, with the principal difficulty resulting

from loss of electrical conductivity at high chamber pressure.

Multi-stage plasma propulsion offers the opportunity

to extend electric propulsion capabilities as space-power

levels develop, building on a common base of operational experience

and thruster physics.
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II. INTRODUCTION

"Electric propulsion systems have found

growing attention during recent years"

E. Stuhlinger, 1964 (Ref. 1)

At the time of Dr. Stuhlinger's remarks, numerous techniques
2

had been proposed by which spacecraft could be propelled

electrically. During the subsequent three decades, significant

advances have been made in the laboratory to broaden the range

of applicability of electrostatic engines to lower specific

impulse values (perhaps as low as 2000 sec 3), and to extend

arcjet performance from the early arc-heater regime of 800-1000

sec up to 1500-2000 sec at low density and high power 4 . In

all this time, however, the only electric thruster applied

in a Us mission has been the pulsed plasma microthruster or

PPT5 , a device of rather modest performance and sophistication

compared to ion engines and MPD accelerators. In view of

the "growing attention" possibly recurring in electric propulsion,

it is useful to consider features of the PPT that have enabled

it to enter the inventory of operational spacecraft propulsion

systems, while other devices have remained in the laboratory.

Such consideration indicates important physical and programmatic

elements that should be retained in attempting to introduce

higher performance techniques into the operational inventory,

and thereby suggests a strategy for electric propulsion

development.

II.1. FACTORS IN ELECTRIC PROPULSION USE

It is well known that electric propulsion techniques

offer high specific impulse and thereby can achieve trajectory

changes with significantly higher payload mass fractions than

chemical propulsion systems, if long dur&tion, low thrust

levels are allowed by mission constraints. A simple expression
that summarizes most of the basic concerns associated with

electric propulsion mission analysis is the formula for optimum

-- exhaust speed 6 :

UO =



where k is a number between one and two, depending on the

ratio of uo to the desired payload velocity change Av, a is

the ratio of input power to power supply and engine mass,

nr is the efficiency of conversion of input power to thrust

power, and T is the thrust duration. The factor , is a slight

generalization of the usual specific power (reflecting an

expectation that thruster mass will be proportional to power

to the same extent that power supply mass scales with power).

The so-called power supply penalty for electric propulsion

is readily apparent when values of uo are calculated (Table

I) for an optimistic choice of specific power (,x = 200 w/kg),

a thrust efficiency ' = 50%, and a mission constant k = 1.5.

Table I

Optimum Exhaust Speeds

(cx = 200 w/kg,n = 0.5, k = 1.5)

u, m/sec

1 hour 735 Chemical Thrusters
1 day 3,600

10 days 20,000 Electromagnetic Thrusters

For short duration missions, which may be interesting

for defensive maneuvering, the optimum exhaust speed for an

electric thruster can be readily achieved h- conventional

techniques (chemical combustion, o- e o nitrogen jets for

very quick changes). If a month is available for the trajectory

change, however, then the optimum exhaust speed is beyond

the capability of chemical systems, so electric propulsion

would be justified (within assumed parameters that include

a desired Av comparable to the exhaust speed). For longer

mission times, associated with LEO-to-GEO or LEO-to-lunar

transport of supplies and equipment, it is easier to justify

electric propulsion. Such longer times, however, require

reliable operation of all thruster and power supply components,

since backup supply or retrieval could be very difficult.

(Recovering an errant EP-driven spa tug could be an interesting,

albeit embarrassing, -' :ctric propulsion mission).

l.~



Shorter duration missions .ay also be appropriate for

electric propulsion if a substantial portion of the power

supply is needed by the mission payload. Delivery of power

supplies to synchronous space stations or lunar bases might

be needed, for example. If a fraction f of the power supply

and thruster mass is associated only with propulsion, then

the optimum exhaust speed is:

- u o = ik~xI)7/f

Table II provides sample values for f = 0.1 to indicate the

-- effect of power-intensive payloads on various missions. Note

that mission times of less than one day may be appropriate

for electric propulsion. Substantial changes in satellite

orbits could, therefore, be achieved efficiently in several

orbits. Earth-local maneuvering missions (ys deep-space probes)

may provide relatively near-term requirements for electric

propulsion in the specific impulse range of 1000-1500 sec.

Table II

Optimum Exhaust Speeds for Power-Intensive Missions

(n = 200 w/kg, n = 0.5, k = 1.5, and f = 0.1)

-o (m/sec)

1 hour 2,300 Still Chemical
1 day 11,000 Electro Thermal/Magnetic

30 days 63,300 Electromagnetic
Electrostatic

11.2. ELECTRIC PROPULSION DEVELOPMENT

There have been three basic reasons for the limited

use of electric propulsion. The techniques developed to apply

electrical energy often have had quite low thrust density

and supportance, so the acceleration profile did not satisfy

mission constraints; the mass of electrical power supply becomes

too large a fraction of the total payload; and last, but not

least, it is difficult to displace an established technology

even if considerable intrinsic advantage can be claimed for

the new technology. The first two reasons are closely related

and depend on the progress of technology and mission requirements.



The last reason tends to be independent of technology and

requires consideration of strategy. (As previously noted,

there are dozens of electric thruster schemes that have not

flown, regardless of their specific impulse advantage over

cold nitrogen or hydrazine).

If the development of space technology two decades ago

had required large electrical power supplies for missions

such as communications, surveillance, weaponry, etc., then

electric thrusters might have flown early enough in the program

to accumulate flight time comparable to chemical systems.

Developments in electronics and data-processing, however,

removed much of the need for substantial electrical power

even for the deep-space missioni (previously cherished by

electric propulsion enthusiasts). With the considerable cost

of launching systems into space, the empn&ois was on small,

extremely reliable devices. Little room was available for

electric propulslon Lests and evaluation. The advent of the

Space Transportation System, however, may have changed the

outlook for launching systems that are large (and include

substantial power supplies) and that may require mainCenance

after long periods of operation in space. The cpportunity

may now exist for a fresh start on electric propulsion for

spacecraft. It must be recognized in - ,empting such a start

that standards of reliability will still be imposed that,

at least for the first electric thrusters, will preclude many

schemes that are conceptually satisfactory, even laboratory-tested,

but are not flight-qualified. The historical pitfall of devoting

effort and resources to a thruster scheme that is developed in

the laboratory, only to remain there, should be avoided.

11.3. THE PULSED PLASMA THRUSTER

Pulsed plasma thrusters have been proposed i- various

forms including "button guns", coaxial shock tubes, plasma

rail guns, conical theta pinche-, " 4. Some use ablatio

of films or surfaces, others involve breakdown of gaseous

propellants. The timescales of operation range from submicro-

Nd" v-



second to many milliseconds (quasi-steady). Of all the variants,

the one that flew was based on a triggered spark discharge

across a Teflon block. The characteristics of this thruster,

including analyses of the exhaust products, speeds, impulse bits,

scaling laws, and flight use, are documented in References 5,

7-10. Briefly, discharge of a capacitor provides 1-2 J in

the vicinity of the surface of a Teflon block that is fed

between two electrodes by spring force. A portion of the

surface ablates with the earliest material receiving most

of the electrical energy, achieving multiple ionization states

and speeds of a few x10 4 m/sec. Even after the capacitor

has discharged, sufficient hot plasma exists to continue ablation

of the surface. resulting in a largely neutral, relative slcw

gas expansion (- 3 km/sec). During the first few sec, plasma

densities are 1015-1017 cm- 3 and ion temperatures may be several

volts. The total mass ablated per shot is about 10-8 kg,

providing an impulse bit of about 30 yiN-sec. The thrust efficiency

is only a few percent, with about 30% of the energy lost in

the capacitor itself. While there is certainly room for improve-

ment in terms of the intrinsic behavior of the plasma acceleration

event, the attention to system characteristics such as power

supply and conditioning, packaging, and fuel handling proved

sufficient to allow flight-qualification.

One reason for the successful introduction of the PPT into

operational use is that its specific impulse is in approximately

the proper regime to avoid significant power supply penalty

for long duration missions (with less optimistic values of

and n than used in Table I). Specific impulse advantage alone,

however, is insufficient to displace existing technology (e.g.,

nitrogen or hydrazine). Two factors are probably most critical:

simplicity and operational experience. The PPT includes the

first factor in the use of solid propellant fed by a simple

spring (see Fig. 1), instead of gas-valving (and associated

tankage). High voltage switching is handled with a small

trigger electrode to initiate the discharge across the face

of the propellant slab, and the main power input is merely

7
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a capacitor ring-down. The price of simplicity in the PPT

is a nonconstant, nonuniform delivery of energy and momentum

to the discharge plasma, (which results in the relatively

low efficiency and broad distribution of exit plasma speeds.

In the programmatic decision process, however, simplicity

of operation is more important than intrinsic efficiency. This

decision process thus allows a device of modest performance

to obtain the operational experience that is crucial to further

use. Such use then permits the development of improved model

that can draw upon the operational accomplishment of their

predecessors for supp. during research phases and for acceptance

into the operational invc--ory.

III7. APPROACH

While it is possible to design anu develop a plasma thruster

capable of achieving Isp values in the range Df 1500 sec, with

higher efficiencies than the PPT and perhaps even including

some features of PEI design philosophy, it is probably necessary

to preserve the line of operational experience by evolving a

design from the PPr itself, rather than starting from basic

principles. Such evolution may appear to be auite pedestrian.

For example, the power circuitry can be improved by inclusion

of passive network elements to match the ' _-varying discharge

impedance. Development of i rger-s- * ~rsaons of the pulsed

plasma microthruster is also possible (and has been accom-

plishedll). Such development, however, could break the connection

with the operational experience of system components, if active

portions of the power supply and thruster are modified for

higher currert, eiiergy, and mass flow.

A iiiferent approach to the development of the "PT could

allow the I ine of experience to be preserved by restricting

the complicated portions of the thruster system t 4'he existing

PPT and extending perfoc-mance by secondary stagies of mass

additior and plasma- acc:-lerati'c-. -. . d with passive e',mcnts

for sir pli city of operat io. Sscrrat.ic represe.uat ., o

such s, , di , stages it! ,,-wn in Fig. 2 with a Pr-' providing

*........
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plasma between two charged electrodes, in one case for further

electromagnetic acceleration and in the other for mass addition

by initiating discharge ablation in the second stage.

The factors for electric propulsion use that appear critical

are concentration on more modest Isp values consistent with

near-term missions, and simplicity of thruster system design

(e.g., fuel handling, power processing), even at the expense

of significant intrinsic performance loss in order to maintain

a record of operational accomplishment. The approach proposed

consists of starting with the pulsed plasma microthruster

and developing a family of electric thrusters that would eventually

even include steady MPD arcJets and electric/chemical hybrid

thrusters.

III.1. A FAMILY OF ELECTRIC THRUSTERS

The possibility of a family of electric thrusters based on

the pulsed plasma microthruster derives from the rather continuous

mix of electrothermal and electromagnetic components of thrust

in the 1000-2000 sec specific impulse regime, and recognition

that much of the intrinsic physics of plasma acceleration

is independent of the operating pulsetime. (Such similarity

in physics allowed pulsed plasma thruster research based on

5 .sec plasma implosions to convert rapiciy to quasi-steady

MPD arcjet studies with successively ±onger current pulses

of 0.1 to 1 msec). Figure 3 shows the proposed con..t &ions

between various family members grouped in terms of the stage

of operation and the desire for greater exhaust or thrust.

The first stage is the PPT, which contains the more complicated

portions of the system (triggers, actively-pulsed circuits,

etc.) and provides the initial plasma flow. This plasma flow

has two distinct characteristics: mass and electrical conduc-

tivity. The PPT provides a pulse of mass, with a nonuniform

velocity distribution, that can be injected into a second-stage

for further acceleration. Discharge -f a passively-charged

capacitor through the injected mass will increase the plasma

speed (see Fig.2). It is anticipated (because of the relative

)1
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back EMF's) that most of the current flow, and therefore accel-

eration, will occur in the slower moving portions of the injected

plasma, thereby improving the average Isp (and improving the

thruster efficiency).

The conductivity of the PPT exhaust can also be used

to initiate a discharge over a relatively long surface of

propellant in the second-stage, as depicted in Fig. 2. The

second-stage discharge provides additional mass and energy

without requiring modification of the PPT operation. The

intrinsic performance of the second-stage should be better

than the PPT because longer discharges provide improved impedance

coupling to a passive-capacitor circuit, and also greater

electromagnetic interaction with the flow. In fact, if the

duration and level of the current are increased sufficiently,

quasi-steady MPD operation should be poszible with an ablatively-

fed diffuse discharge.

The exhaust from the second-stage could be injected into

a third-stage for either further electromagnetic acceleration

or mass addition. The use of more than one additional stage

would ameliorate the effects on total system performance of

nonuniformities in the PPT exhaust. The second-stage could

thus prepare a more useful plasma flow for '.e third-stage.

Again, the power circuitry and fuel handling would be passive,

so the entire systems is controlled by the PPT. In particular,

it should be possible to avoid high current switching and

associated circuitry, which usually diminish the system performance

(lower ,', lower effective Isp due to switch erosion) of pulsed

plasma and quasi-steady MPD thrusters.

The choice of thruster arrangement, number of stages,

electromagnetic vs electrothermal, coaxial vs rectangular,

pulsed vs quasi-steady, etc., can be developed in response

to mission needs. The entry level for operational use can

be kept low by modest extension of the microthruster (with

second-stages or millipound thrusters). Indeed, entry of

th6 proposed family ha6 already occurred in the form of the

12 '



microthruster. More demanding missions can be accomplished

by increasing the current and pulsetime of the second (and/or

third) stages. Operational experience can be shared by family

members, providing greater confidence in design variations

and allowing easier acceptance of new or more advanced systems.

Evolution toward quasi-steady or even steady MPD arcjets should

be possible, including extension to higher Isp values if needed.

(Presumably, the confidence gained with electric propulsion

will also allow more ready acceptance of electrostatic techniques,

if higher specific impulse and efficiency are required). For

the lower specific impulse, higher thrust values needed to

accomplish maneuvers quickly, chemical augmentation of electric

thrusters may be possible by altering the average energy required

to ablate propellant in the second or third-stages (using perhaps
a mixture of endo- and exothermic materials as in plastic-bonded

explosive). A change in thruster performance might then be

accomplished simply by changing the fuel slab material. Use

of an electrical discharge for ablation of chemically-active

materials leads naturally to the notion of electrical control

of chemical combustion in situations for which self-sustaining

burning is not possible.

The development of a family of advanced thrusters based

on the pulsed plasma microthruster comprises many possibilities

and can include several on-going research programs, such as

traditional millipound PPT efforts and various MPD studies

(with minor alterations of approach). The present study explores

aspects of multi-stage plasma thruster operation both theoret-

ically and experimentally. The aim has been to provide an

initial physical basis for the concept of utilizing a pulsed

plasma microthruster in higher performance, multi-stage systems.

13



IV. THEORETICAL STUDIES

A second-stage of electromagnetic thruster could either

accelerate the PPT exhaust plasma to higher (average) speed

or utilize the PPT plasma to initiate an ablation arc. In

this section, a plasma slug model is first used to examine

the acceleration of PPT plasma by a second-stage thruster,

normal or parallel to the original plasma velocity. A magneto-

- acoustic analysis is applied to indicate the processes involved

in acceleration of a distributed plasma. The basic equations

- for convection and diffusion of magnetic field in a plasma

are then inspected to discuss the operation of a second-stage

in a quasi-steady, ablation mode.

-Appendix A provides an elementary system analysis of

* pulsed plasma thrusters for orbit tcanqfer indicating that

pulsed operation with state-of-the-art capacitors can be adequate

for such transfer missions. Substantial electrical power

required by the payload and matching of a pulse forming network

(PFN) of capacitors to the second-stage thruster are two conditions

that must be satisfied. Appendix B displays a sample design

of a second-stage thruster at 10 millipound average thrust

level, utilizing a PFN matched to the impedancc of a quasi-steady

ablation arc. An explanation of the so-cal'c2d critical velocity

in electromagnetic (self-field) thrnste.r. is derived in Appendix

C and indicates scaling of ablation-fed plasma thrusters with

endo- or exo- thermic fuel slabs.

IV.l. ACCELERATION OF THE PPT PLASMA

The simplest form of multistage plasma propulsion consists

of the PPT injecting a slug of plasma between two rail-electrodes

that are connected to a charged capacitive power source.

The capacitive source could be trickle-charged between PPT

firings (in the manner of a photographic flash attachment)

and could utilize capacitor elements of the same type used

previously by microthrusters on a-t) ,- long term space missions.

If the PPT exhaust is directed in a perpendicular fashion

across the rail gap (Fig. 4a), then the PPT merely provides

€ 1,1;
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mass (and a means of initiating current flow in the second-stage).

The kinetic energy of the PPT exhaust is thus discounted in

this example. Acceleration of the injected plasma along the

rails is described by the usual set of lumped-circuit equations

in which the electrical impedance of the accelerating plasma

discharge is expressed as the rate of change of circuit induc-

tance. By nondimensionalizing the equations, a single dimen-

sionless parameter is obtained that determines the discharge

dynamics:

EF 2

MZ
2

where Eo = initial capacitor energy
F = inductance change per unit length of plasma motion
M - plasma slug mass
Z - (Lo/C) - initial circuiL impedance

In Fig. 5a, the kinetic efficiency, - mu2/ CV0 2 , (for a

desired exhaust speed u = .,Z/F developed in the second-stage

thruster) is seen to rise quickly as the dimensionless dynamic

parameter P is increased to about :=3; less rapid gains are

achieved with higher values of :'. (In these calculations, the

dimensionless speed, ., achieves its peak value before the

computation is ended).

If the PPT plasma is directed -aadllel to the rails,

_0 o 0) but spread across the rail gap to initiate current

flow, as shown in Fig. 4b, then higher efficiencies are obtained

because the moving plasma presents a higher initial (dynamic)

impedance to the power supply. As shown in Fig. 5b, the kinetic

efficiency = !,(,,2 - o 2) can exceed 55% , while doubling the

exhaust speed of the plasma slug(. o = .36); the results shown

are for = 3. In dimensional variables, the simple slug

acceleration model indicates that specific impulse values in

the range of 1500 sec should be possible with system efficiencies

in excess of 50%. Such values are nr* especially remarkable

for electric propulsion techniques, but are encouraging as

improvements on an existing space-tested thruster.

1 C
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zero initial streamwise motion.

b) Efficiency of plasma slug acceleration versus
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a=3. Flow speed doubles in the second-stage for
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For near term missions (i.e., near earth v s outer planets),

-- the optimum specific impulse based on available specific power

values ( : 30 w/kg) will probably not exceed 2000 sec. The

primary virtue of electric acceleration of the PPT exhaust

plasma, therefore, is improved thrust efficiency. Such improvement

has two aspects: 1) the increase in time-averaged dynamic

impedance associated with acceleration of an initially moving

plasma; and 2) the preferential acceleration of slower plasma

that is emitted later in time by the PPT. The latter aspect

recognizes that the PPT tends to provide two components of

plasma. A fast component due to the PPT discharge is observed

to exit the microthruster followed by a slower component associated

with the continued ablation of the PPT fuel surface. The

specific impulse is thus obtained as a temporal average over

flow speeds that are higher and lower than optimum; it would

be useful to reduce the velocity spread to achieve higher

system efficiencies.

Acceleration of the distributed PPT plasma in the second-

stage may be considered in terms of expansion of magnetized

plasma. In Fig. 6, a semi-infinite plasma (x < 0) is allowed

to expand into a field-free vacuum (x > 0). The plasma density

may be calculated at any time and position f'om adiabatic

expansion through a centered expansion i .n. If the plasma

resistivity is low, the magnetic r.Lux will tend to convect

with the plasma mass, so the spreading density gradient will

correspond to a current distribution. At x=0, sonic conditions

are maintained, so the downstream evolution of the plasma

discharge can be modeled by the downstream expansion fan even

if the semi-infinite magnetized plasma is replaced by a source

of plasma from the PPT. (Resistive diffusion at the entrance

to the second-stage is necessary to extract magnetic flux

from the second-stage power circuit). The expans'i,, fan analysis

then indicates that about half the current will be carried in

the downstream plasma discharge, *h the remainder will

flow near the inlet +o the second-stage. If the injected

flow density drops substantially, then a "contact surface"
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between the previously injected plasma and this low density

flow will accelerate and sweep up the earlier plasma. For

sufficient length of rails (about 15 times the effective "length"

of the injected PPT plasma) a single plasma slug would exit

the second-stage. The expansion and recollection of plasma

in the second-stage is depicted in Fig. 7.

If the rail length is significantly less than the distance

needed to recollect the plasma, then it would be more appropriate

to consider magnetic diffusion (vs adiabatic expansion) as

the mechanism establishing the discharge distribution. With

proper insulation, acceleration of the plasma will cease slightly

beyond the end of the rails and all the plasma injected into

the second-stage should experience about the same change in

momentum. To the extent that this momentum change is much

greater than the initial momentum of the Zlower component

of the PPT exhaust, the second-stage should exhibit a more

uniform exhaust velocity and thereby achieve higher efficiency

at a desired specific impulse level.

IV.2. GENERATION OF HIGHER THRUST AT FIXED Isp

To obtain higher thrust at a fixed value of specific

impulse, mass addition is necessary. A concvptually simple

approach utilizes the PPT to initiate an ai. over an insulating

surface that then ablates due to thv i.eat flux from the plasma

discharge (Fig. 4c). The mass flow into the discharge thus

depends on the local plasma current density, which in turn
depends on the flow through the discharge. The physical situation
resembles the flame zone over a solid propellant surface and

will depend quantitatively on the details of the electrical

resistivity and thermal conductivity of the flow as it changes

- from vapor to highly ionized plasma. Some qualitative insight,

however, for purposes of the present discussion, may be obtained

by examining the equations governing the dischdrge distribution

downstream of the region of plasma formation.

The basic equation for the current distribution may be

written as a balance of convection and diffusion of magnetic

C
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field:

D B 'Be =
Dt

where the convective derivative is based on the electron

fluid speed and a constant resistivity T downstream of the "flame

zone" has been used for simplicity. If the plasma density

is sufficiently high (electron current drift speed <<plasma

flow speed), then the plasma flow speed can be substituted

for the electron fluid speed (thereby eliminating tensor current

flow and electrode polarity effects from the MHD analysis);

the electron pressure gradient term has already been neglected

in the generalized Ohm's law used to obtain this equation.

In steady-state, and allowing only one dimension of spatial

variation (i.e., streamwise), the convective vs diffusive

balance becomes:

d (uB) = d2B

dz , dz2

where a uniform mass flow, F=.u, is invoked in o.-der

to eliminate mass density from the equation. In solving this

equation, the streamwise location of the do' stream boundary

value (B=O) is specified (or computed' f this location is

specified, for a given upstream bounda:y condition (B=B1 at

z=-, the downstream edge of the flame zone), then the current

density corresponding to the current in the downstream region

is determined. Higher flow velocity tends to convect magnetic

flux downstream, increasing the current density near the B=O

location at the expense of upstrean positions (z>). The

current density, resistivity, and uxB at z= then provide

the electric field that sets the volumetric heating rate of

the plasma near the ablating surface. A portion ot this heating

supplies the energy needed for iblhtion and ionization, thereby

scaling the mass flow rate. The . the mass flow rate,

the higher the flow ' d for a given magnetic driving pressure

and the greater the tenicncy to concentrate portions of the



current near the downstream B=O boundary location and in the

flame zone. (Ablation driven by increased resistive heating

in the "flame zone" can then compensate by raising the mass

flow rate).

For a given maximum magnetic field (i.e., total current),

placement of the B=O boundary further downstream lowers the

current density and thereby lowers the dissipation that is

providing mass flow to the plasma discharge. Thus, if the

electrode rails of the second-stage are too long, ablation

of the second-stage propellant slab may be insufficient during

the current pulsetime from the power supply. Starvation of

the discharge may then lead to electrode erosion (which is

nct the desired mechanism for mass addition). Such starvation

may be mitigated by the continued influx of slower material

from the PPT. The operation of the second-stage, however,

would then resemble the expansion-acceleration mode discussed

in the previous section.

Proper operation of the second-stage to provide mass

addition therefore requires the minimum length of electrode

rails consistent with the lateral dimension of the PPT exhaust.

Since it is often the case that currents can be sustained

in plasma flows that serve as extensions of physical (solid)

electrodes, it is also important to avoid accelerating the

PPT exhaust plasma out of the second-stage before ablation

can replace the PPT mass flow. The rise time of current in

the second-stage, therefore, should approximately match the

pulsewidth of the PPT exhaust. Too short a risetime can lift

off a current sheet of PPT plasma (plus initial ablation)

from the insulator (in the manner sought for successful operation

of some pulsed plasma guns). If the risetime is too long,

however, the PPT plasma may splash downstream and severely

shunt the insulator surface discharge.

9



V. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

Three experimental test series on multistage plasma propulsion

have been conducted at the RDA Washington Research Laboratory.

The first series corresponds to the case of flow acceleration

in a second-stage with long electrode rails. The second series

utilized short electrodes to achieve higher mass flow rates

by ablation, and a third series shortened the electrodes further

to concentrate current flow near the inlet. In all tests,

an actual PPT from the Lincoln Laboratories production5 for

the LES-8/9 mission was used to inject plasma between electrodes

connected to a charged pulse-forming network (PFN). The PFN

is a 5-section voltage-fed synthetic transmission line with

a 0.75 ohm characteristic impedance. The total stored energy

is 22.5 kJ with the capacitors chargeH to 20 kV. The output

pulse risetime (and decay time) is 8% of %'! design pulsewidth

of 185 ,sec. At maximum operating voltage, the short circuit

output current Ls 27 A. A series ignitron switch is included

in order to isolate the PFN from the experimental apparatus

until the PPT plasma is ready to enter the second-stage; (this

switch is for experimental convenience). In the presnt exper-

iments, a series resistance of 0.75 .. was included to prevent

current reversal in the second stage.

The PPT and second-staae are stt uiied inside a 0.6 x 6

meter tubular stainless steel vacuum vessel that is evacuated

to 10-6 torr prior to thruster operation. In the vicinity

of the thruster, the vessel is lined with Mylar. Several

ports are available for probe feedthrough and optical diagnostic

access. Figure 8 provides a sketch of the basic apparatus.

The geometries of the second-stage systems are shown in Figures

9 and 10, long-rail and short-rail, respectively. The inlet-rail

geometry is the same as the short rail system except that

the electrodes are cut back to the inlet regic and Pyrex

sidewalls prevent the lateral expansion of flow in the thruster.

),



EXPERIMENTAL THRUSTER FACILITY

0,6 METER DIAM x 6 METER LONG VACUUM CHAMBER

PLASMAPROBESECOND STAGE THRUSTER
PLASMA PROBE ____._
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TEFLON FUEL SLAB

OPTICAL DIAGNOSTIC WINDOW ACRYLIC POWER

FEEDTHROUGH

ROGOWSKI COIL RG 218 CABLE TO PFN

Fig 8 - Sectional view of Experimental Thruster Facility
at the RDA Washington Research Laboratory.
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V.1. LONG RAIL EXPERIMENTS

The long rail second-stage consisted of a brass anode and

cathode each 6 mm thick. The anode was 28 cm long, the cathode

was 23 cm long and the anode-cathode separation was 8.7 cm.

All electrode edges were rounded with a 3 mm radius to reduce

*field enhancement. The effective width of the anode and cathode

was 3.5 cm. This was maintained by two vertical acrylic dielectric

-channel walls that extended to the ends of the electrode system.

Slots 1.5 mm wide cut into the upstream end of the cathode

allowed plasma from the PPT to pass through the cathode and

cross the face of a 6 mm thick Teflon insulator. The Teflon

insulator was inclined at an angle of 450 with respect to

the central axis of the electode system. Plasma from the

PPT was directed through a copper channel to the entry slots

in the top of the cathode surface. A matrix of holes through

the cathode beginning at 8 cm from the cathode-Teflon junction

provided entry ports for magnetic B-probes into the plasma

channel. Both anode and cathode rails were secured to acrylic

sheet 1.27 cm thick by means of ceramic standoff insulators.

The upper and lower acrylic sheets were in turn secured to

each other by means of nylon rod insulators. Electrical connection

to the anode and cathode was provided by braided copper straps

covered with Tygon tubing. The tubing provided an insulating

cover that prevented electrical breakdown between the vacuum

chamber wall and the anode, and between anode and cathode.

Magnetic probes were constructed using 40 turns of #38

insulated copper wire wound on a 1 mm diameter mandrel. The

coil leads were tightly twisted. The coil was then removed

from the mandrel and impregnated with polystyrene. The coil

was then cemented to an acrylic rod to insure constant orien-

tation. The coil-tipped rod was then inserted into a 3 mm OD

Pyrex sleeve, sealed at one end. The axis of the field-sensing

coil is perpendicular to the axis of the Pyrex sleeve. For

calibration, the rail gun was shorted at the muzzle end and

the time resolved response of each probe was recorded along

with the output of the capacitor bank/pulse-forming line.
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In this way a matrix of in situ calibration factors was obtained

for various probe locations. The short was removed and a

set of time-resolved probe responses was obtained between

10 and 16 cm downstream from the inlet to the second-stage

for probe channel penetrations of 1, 2, and 3 cm.

As the discharge current rose in the second-stage, after

injection of the PPT plasma, magnetic field was detected rapidly

at successive downstream locations of the magnetic probes.

The plasma speed, indicated by time-of-arrival of signals

at the probes, is approximately 4 x 104 m/s. At 16 isec into

the current pulse pulse, over 80% of the total current is

carried more than 15 cm downstream of the plasma inlet. At

later times, however, this percentage drops to 70% (t=96 jsec)

and 50% (t=156 iusec) indicating shunting of the current at

positions closer to the inlet and second-stage Teflon insulator.

Since interferometric measurements indicate that the PPT plasma

pulse should be conplete after about 20 lsec, the gradual

shifting of current upstream may be ascribed to ablation of

the Teflon insulator. With the long-rail electrode system

used in these tests, it therefore appears that the PPT plasma

is rapidly swept downstream resulting initially in rather

low current density near the second-stage inrulator. Continued

heating, however, gradually creates enou.h mass flow to shunt

current, (but by this time the cai,-2nt pulse in the present

experiments is nearly over). Time-resolved spectroscopy indicates

that Ha intensity drops off more rapidly (after the first 20 isec

of operation) than Zn I intensity, suggesting that electrode

erosion may provide plasma for current conduction before sufficient

ablation of the Teflon insulator occurs. (The H may be due to

the surface contaminants blown out by operation with the initial

PPT plasma). To achieve faster ablation of the second-stage

insulator, a second series of experiments was perf-rmed with

shorter electrode rails.



V.2. SHORT RAIL EXPERIMENTS

The anode and cathode of the short rail second-stage were

constructed from 0.8 mm thick tantalum sheet. Each electrode

was 4 cm wide with the downstream end formed into a 6 mm diameter

cylinder to reduce field enhancement. Field enhancement from

the sides of the electrodes was reduced by burying the metal

edges in ceramic support rails to a depth of 3 mm. The rail

supports maintained the 4.6 cm anode-cathode electrode separation.

A solid Teflon rod 5 cm square with one end face cut at 450

with respect to the central axis of the bar was located between

the electrodes. The exposed (flat) lengths of the anode and

cathode were 3 cm and 8 cm respectively. Slots 3 mm wide

in the cathode electrode just above the Teflon rod provided

entry ports for plasma from the PPT. Plasma reached these

slots by passing through a conical chute in a Teflon block

that secured the short rail second-stage to the PPT. Electrical

connection to the second-stage electrodes was provided by

braided copper conductors. Teflon tubing 6 mm in diameter

slipped over the conductors prevented plasma discharges between

the experiment chamber and the braided copper anode lead and

between anode and cathode leads.

The goal of the short rail two-stage thruster experiments

was higher thrust at approximately the same specific impulse

as the PPT by means of additional mass ablation at the second

stage insulator surface. The PPT was operated at 1875 V with

a stored energy/shot of 30 J. As reported previously, this

device ablates approximately 30 ig/shot of Teflon (CF2) with

a specific impulse of 1100 sec and an average impulse bit of

300 4nt-sec. 8 Other work also indicates ion exit velocities

of 2.8 cm/iisec and an exit plasma ionization level of 20-40%. 10

The second stage was operated with a 5 kV charge on the

PFN. Figure 11 shows a typical current trace and Figure 12

a typical voltage trace. The current risetime is 15 .sec

to 3-3.25 kA. The voltage rises initially to about 450 kV

and then falls to about 250 V in approximately 50 ,sec.

29
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Integration of the product of current and voltage indicates

that the total energy deposited in the second stage after

the PPT transient (t>40 vsec) was about 110 J.

In order to diagnose the short rail performance, two

Langmuir probes were inserted 13 and 33 cm downstream of the

end of the electrodes. The probes were made of tungsten wire

0.127 mm diameter and 1 mm long held in a sealed Pyrex tube.

If the probe bias is sufficiently more negative than the

floating potential (measured to be Vf = +35V with second-stage

cathode grounded to the vacuum tank) the ion current is saturated

at a level given (for Ti=Te) by1 2

I. = Sen /kTe
Iion,sat p e

where Sp = probe area
ne = electron density
Te = electron temperature
M = mass of the ions

With the two probes operating in ion current saturation, ident-

ifiable probe signatures during the middle and latter portions

of the current pulse indicate a quasi-steady plasma stream

velocity, us, of 1.7-2.5 x 104 m/s. Figure 13 shows typical

ion saturation currents for the two probes. The observed

currents are continuous and relatively constant for the duration

of the discharge indicating a constant ablation and acceleration

of material out of the second stage.

The directed ion velocity (plasma stream velocity) may

be on the order of the ion thermal speed which would imply

that the ion current collected at the probe is strongly dependent

upon the probe orientation in the plasma stream. To estimate

the charged particle density, we therefore use the electron
saturation current. If the probe bias is higher than the
plasma space potential, Vs, the electron current collected

is saturated and given by
12

t= S en (kTeIe, sat p e 2- me
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where me - mass of electron. Preliminary measurements of

the electron temperature, Te, of 2-8 eV imply an electron

density at probe 1 of 1.4-2.9 x 1013 e/cm 3 and at probe 2 of

3.5-7 x 1012 e/cm 3 . (Previous measurement of the exit plasma

temperature from the PPT assuming Te=Ti indicated 7.2 eVl0 ).

The total mass of material ejected by the second stage

can be approximated by assuming Te and the degree of ionization

a are constant at the probe positions. The lower current

at the probe further downstream would then be due simply to

expansion of the flow (i.e., thermal and angular spread of

the exhaust jet). If a linear expansion is assumed from the

exit plane of the second-stage, then the half-angle of the

exhaust divergence is approximately 160. (For Teflon, M =

16.7AMU, this divergence would correspond to a "thermal" energy

of about 7 eV). The total mass flowing through the 18.4 cm
2

exit plane of the secondstage is then estimated to be 50-72

-ig, assuming Te = 7 eV, a = 30%, and u = 1.7-2.5 104 m/s.

For the assumed speed, the impulse bit is therefore I = 0.85-1.8

x 10- 3 nt-sec, and the kinetic energy divided by input electrical

energy is 6.6-20.5%.

It should be noted that the estimated impulse implies

a driving pressure of about 2.9-6.1 x 103 Pa, while the magnetic

pressure in the second-stage should be about 1-2 x10 3 Pa.

The energy for the flow may thus have substantial electrothermal

contributions. In the present experiments, insulating channel

walls on each side of the Teflon insulator were not used in

order to force ablation only of the Teflon. The electrically-

heated plasma may therefore be able to expand laterally as

well as axially downstream. The total mass ablated per shot

could then be up to three times larger than estimated from

the Langmuir probe data. If the total mass flow could be
channeled downstream by sidewalls (as in the PPT), then the

kinetic efficiency of the second-stage might exceed 60%, with

a total impulse in excess of 5.4 x 10- 3 nt-sec.
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V.3. INLET-RAIL EXPERIMENTS

In the third series of tests, the lengths of the electrodes

of the short rail system were decreased to 0.5 cm for the

anode and 1.3 cm for the cathode (which has the inlet screen

for the PPT plasma). The second-stage channel dimensions

were maintained by substituting Teflon in the area formerly

occupied by the electrodes; also, sidewalls of Pyrex were

added to eliminate any lateral expansion of the plasma. The

net effect of these changes is to concentrate the plasma and

current density near the second-stage insulator and thereby

to enhance ablation. Figure 14 displays the voltage and current

record for a discharge with the PFN charged initially to Vo =

15 kV. The voltage trace is similar to the lower energy (Vo
= 5 kV) test, but the current is now about 9.5 kA. Ion saturation

current, measured 40 cm downstream of the thruster exit, is

shown as a funct4on of time for the same shot in Figure 15.

Tests at lower initial voltage (Vo = 5 kV, 7 kV) indicate

that the ion saturation current scales as the PFN energy,

suggesting that the energy per particle is remaining constant,

(which would be expected for processes involving ablation

and ionization). At lower system energy, it was possible

to obtain the full probe characteristic and tnereby estimate

the plasma temperature (and also obtain .ensity measurement

that is less sensitive to flow direction). From the slope

of the probe current between floating and plasma potential,

the temperature appears to be about 7 eV; the difference between

floating and plasma potentials for the Teflon plasma indicates

the same value. The divergence of the exhaust is also consistent

with an ion temperature of 7eV. It appears then that plasma

conditions are very similar to both the previous short rail

tests and the earlier microthruster experiments by other groups.

The difference in the present experimental series i the use

of a current pulse that is maintained longer and at a constant

level by means of a PFN.
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For the inlet-rail tests, at the highest initial Vo, the

plasma density at the exit is estimated to be ne - 1.3 x 1015

e/cm 3 , which would imply an ablated mass of 500-730 vig, if

an ionization level = 0.3 and flow speeds of 1.7-2.5 x 104

m/s are again assumed. The efficiency of conversion of input

electrical energy to flow kinetic energy would thus range

from 23-72% depending on the values of a and flow speed.

Note that flow kinetic energy estimated using the charged

particle density from probe data depends on the cube of the

flow speed. Much better data are need to obtain an accurate

measure of thruster performance.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

A strategy for introducing electric propulsion into the

U.S. inventory of techniques for near earth missions utilizes

the space-operational pulsed plasma microthruster (PPT) in

conjunction with additional stages of acceleration and/or

mass addition. Such multistage plasma propulsion leads to

a family of thrusters that would share operational experience

as space-electrical power evolves. Theoretical considerations

suggest possible modes of operation, including the transition

from slug acceleration to surface ablation by varying the

electrode dimensions. A series of experiments explored three

thrusters, comprising pulsed acceleration of PPT plasma to

4 x 104 m/s by a long second stage-thruster, and quasi-steady

ablation of additional Teflon plasma in second-stages with

short electrodes. The latter thrusters provide plasma speeds

of 1.7-2.5 x 104 m/s with nearly constant average particle

fluxes for the duration of the current pulse (150 wsec after

the PPT transient).

The principal result suggested by the data from the short-

rail and inlet-rail experiments is that a high temperature

ablation arc can be maintained on a Teflon surface for the

duration of the current pulse. This arc pr-vides a high speed

plasma flow that achieves quasi-steady -onditions (during

the 150 /sec pulse of the present experiments, at least) with

a specific impulse in the range of 2000 sec. The voltage

drop across the second-stage (-200 V) is significantly larger

than the cathode fall ( 35 V), so the ablation arc should

be rather efficient in converting electrical energy to flow

energy.

Since the impulse per shot is proportional to the duration

of the current pulse, there should be considerable flexibility

in matching a second-stage thruster (triggered by a PPT) to

a variety of mission requirements and power supply limitations.

For low power missions, such as sta*.ion-keeping, the multi-

stage system should pp.:form like present microthrusters that

33
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have already seen application in space, but the multistage

devices can have higher thrust. As higher levels of space

prime-power become available, the current pulse duration can

be extended to match the available power at the same repetition

rate with the same type of capacitor components used in the

present PPT (so lifetime and specific power of the pulsed

source should not be a problem). If still higher powers are

available, higher current operation would allow magnetoplasma-

dynamic processes to become more important, so the second-

stage could become a quasi-steady MPD arcjet (without propellant

valves); alternatively, steady MPD or thermal arcjet operation

would be possible. In all cases, end feeding of propellant

bars, as in the PPT, allows the geometry to be preserved during

long term operation. The present preliminary work on multistage

plasma propulsion thus indicates that a single thruster arrangement

could be coupled to progressively higher powers simply by

adjusting a single extensive variable (the pulsewidth), maintaining

the basic physical processes of the thruster as space experience

is accumulated.
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PULSED PLASMA THRUSTERS FOR ORBIT TRANSFER

Abstract

Pulsed plasma thrusters have previously been used for

satellite station-keeping. The present paper briefly

examines the application of the technology developed for such

thrusters to orbit transfer (LEO-to-GEO). Simple estimates

indicate that capacitor energy density and lifetime are suffi-

cient to allow operation at specific impulse levels of about

2000 sec, so substantial fractions of the initial system mass

can be delivered usefully to geosynchronous orbit. Recent

experiments suggest that thruster operation in an electrother-

mal/electromagnetic ablation mode can be extended to arbitrary

current pulsewidths using pulseforming networks. Thruster

physics and operating performance can therefore be maintained

as missions evolve, with increasing levels nf space electric

power, from low power pulsted plasma thrusters to quasi-steady

or steady arcjets. Such evolution allows the accumulation

of space flight experience and confidence critical for practical

acceptance of electric propulsion.

Introduction

The use of electric propulsion for near earth missions has

recently received increased attention wi'-h the recognition of

possible long-duration missions involving payloads that require

substantial levels of electrical power. If most of the mass of

the power supply (including heat rejection) can be ascribed to

the mission payload, then the optimum exhaust velocity can

increase substantially above levels accessible with chemical

thrusters. From classic mission analyses for electric propul-

sionA- I, the optimum exhaust speed is given by:

u = (k I)

where k = 1-2 depending on the ratio of u to the necessary

velocity increment 'v; . is the efficiency of thrust power

from total power, t is the specific power associated only

with the electric propulsion system and is the mission time.
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If the total power system has a specific power of 30 w/kg,

for example, but 80 percent of this system is needed by the

mission, then a - 150 w/kg. A thirty-day mission (with k-2

and F_-0.5) would then have an optimum specific impulse of

2000 sec.

There are several electric propulsion concepts that could

satisfy this specific impulse requirementA-2 . The present

paper discusses some aspects of a particular approach that

is based on a system that has already performed successfully

(albeit modestly) on long term space missionsA-3 , the pulsed

plasma microthruster or PPT. The principal interest is the

introduction of electrical propulsion in a manner that can

evolve as electrical power levels increase, drawing on actual

flight experience, while maintaining the physical processes in

thb thriiiti r. iRtih 1i t rodtiut ln WII|l1 SIIt m ilI ti14m ex poi liei 'p

with the PPT designA- 4. That is, optimization of thruster

performance can be sacrificed to system simplicity in order

to match available power supplies and minimize risk. For

example, the PPT uses a Teflon fuel block fed into the electrode

region by a negator spring, and thus avoids repetitive valve

operation and cryogenic fuel storage. Furthermore, arc discharges

tend to operate at voltages that are independent of the charging

voltage of the current source. The energy from a pulsed

plasma thruster might vary slightly from shot to shot, but

the requirement for voltage regulation of the power supply

is much less severe than for other types of electric thruster.

The present paper reviews some aspects of mission performance

using pulsed plasma thrusters. Recent experimental workA-5 then

suggests the possibility of a single thruster that could match

increasing space-electric power levels.

Pulsed Specific Power

As noted in the introduction, the optimum exhaust speed

depends on the product of specific power x and mission time 7.

For pulsed plasma thrusters, it is reasonable to expect that

the specific mass, a-1, will be dominated by the energy storage

system. Such approximation is based on the recognition that
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most of the steady power components of the total electrical

system (e.g., prime power source, heat rejection elements)

may be used in performance of the spacecraft mission. The

equivalent specific power of an energy storage component may

be defined as the product of its specific energy E and the

repetition rate f:

= Ef

The product aT is then merely:

o = EN

where N is the number of shots in the course of the mission.

The limiting value of N is the lifetime of the component.

The principal concern for pulsed plasma systems will

probably be the capacitors used to accumulate energy from the

power system between thruster firings. For the pulsed plasma

microthrusterA -3 , a capacitor was developed with a product
of specific energy density and lifetime that extrapolated

to EN = 1.1 x 109 J/kg. This would be reasonably in excess

of the ac used in the Introduction (a = 3.9 x 108 J/kg).

Since the pulsed plasma microthruster has operated on actual

missions, firing once a second during the course of a year,

it appears that a critical component for PDlsed plasma thrusters

applied to orbit raising has already been developed. (More

recently, capacitors for quasi-steady MPD arcjet thrusters

have been reportedA-6 with E z 80 J/kg and N > 107).

Orbit Transfer LEO-to-GEO

It is useful to make some simple estimates of the mission

capability that could be achieved merely by extrapolating PPT

technology. The characteristic velocity increment needed for a

LEO-to-GEO transfer is quotedA-7 as Av = 6000 m/s. At a specific

impulse of 2000 sec, the fraction of initial masp aelivered to

GEO is then:
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M e V/i spgo 0.74
M0

The fractional mass of the propellant utilized is therefore:

M Mf
_=1 - f 0.26
M0  M

To achieve this level of propellant utilization by ablation in

-the pulsed plasma thruster, requires accumulation of ablation

per capacitor discharge over the N shots during the mission.

Experimentally, the rate of ablation is approximately 2.5 vig/J

per shot. The total capacitor mass is then:

c = Mpcap (2.5 wg/J)EN

=0.1 M0

The mass of the payload (including the power source needed for

both mission and propulsion tasks) is obtained by subtracting

this capacitor mass from the delivered mass:
M, = M -M = 0.64 M

f cap 0

This result overestimates M, by neglecting the mass of the

thruster itself and other power conditioning required only by

the propulsion system. A more exact calculation, however,

requires a more detailed specification of the mission; in

particular, the power conditioning for propulsion could benefit

from voltages higher than the 28 V generally available to

meet mission needs. That is, it may be possible to access the

spacecraft power utilizing mission-related power conditioning,

rather than merely accepting bus voltage levels. The main

point of the present calculation is that substantial fractions

of the mass at LEO can be delivered usefully to GEO with technology

that is based on present capabilities.

yVriation of Mission Rejuirements

If the capacitor lifetime depends only on the number of

shots, then higher power missions (shorter transfer times) can



be accomplished simply with higher repetition rates and/or

longer current pulsewidths. That is, to the extent that the

capacitors dominate the specific mass, the :-product is maintained

independent of !( ; = EN = constant). The optimum specific

impulse is also constant, so the delivered mass fraction depends

only on the necessary lv for the mission.

The size of the capacitor supply will increase with the

size of the mission payload. For fixed transfer time, the

average thrust required will also increase with payload mass.

Since the number of shots N is set by the capacitor lifetime,

the repetition rate is fixed in this case and the current

pulsewidth increases with the mass of capacitors.

Recent experimentsA- 5 indicate that plasma flow conditions

similar to the PPT flow can be maintailed for the length of

the current pulse in a two stage thruster system. This system

uses an actual microthruster (for the LES 8/9 mission) to

initiate current flow in an ablation thruster driven by a

pulse forming network. The arrangement is shown conceptually

- in Fig. A-1. Data suggest that quasi-steady exhaust speeds

of 1.7-2.5 x 104 m/s are achieved after the initial micro-

thruster plasma clears the second-stage, for the remainder of

the flat-topped current pulse (-160 lisec). 2he impulse per

discharge appears to scale with syste- c.iergy over an order

of magnitude variation in PFN energy. Preliminary estimates

of kinetic efficiency divided by input electrical energy indicate

an efficiency of 23-72 percent. It would thus appear possible

to vary current pulsewidth and maintain useful efficiency

at a specific impulse of about 2000 sec.

Concluding Remarks

From earlier work on pulsed plasma microthrusters and

recent efforts involving extended, constant curre:p. waveforms,

the technology for a family of pulsed plasma thrusters could

reasonably be applied to near-earth -issions, including orbit

- transfer. Such a family would allow electric propulsion to

be introduced into the U.S. inventory in an evolutionary manner
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FUEL SLAB DISCHARGE ET/EM ACCELERATION
ACROSS SURFACE

WITH MASS ADDITION
TUST BY ABLATION

PPT

Fig A- - Conceptual schematic of the use of a PPT with a second-
stage thruster to obtain higher thrust by ablation of
a fuel slab. Experiments with this basic geometry
are reported in ref 5.
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as space-electrical power becomes availableA- 8 . In particular,

it appears that an ablation arc on a Teflon slab, with combined

electrothermal and electromagnetic contributions to thrust,

provides an adequate propulsion mechanism in the Isp range

of 2000 sec. Such an arc can be operated in both pulsed

and quasi-steady conditions indicating tnat thruster physics

can be maintained as prime-power levels extend from kilowatts to

megawatts. Operational experience could thus be shared within

this family of thrusters, providing confidence in performance

as higher power missions are defined. Such confidence is

probably critical to the practical introduction of electric

propulsion in U.S. space missions of the next few decades.
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SA4PLE DESIGN OF A TWO-STAGE THRUSTER

An example of a possible two-stage thruster based on

the pulsed plasma microthruster is shown schematically in

Fig. B-i. The conceptual design goal is 10 mlb average thrust

at a specific impulse of about 1000 sec. Total operation of

the thruster for one year is desired. Values of the assumed

performance (simply scaled from the microthruster operation)

and derived thruster parameters are given in Table B-I.

Briefly, the two-sided microthruster package used for staticn-

keeping on the LES 8/9 communications satellites is inserted

in the space between a pair of fuel slabs that each extend

between electrodes connected to a trickle-charged transmission

line. The microthruster can be fired by command logic to

create a plasma stream along the suzfac.e of either fuel slab

in the second-stage. Closure of the interulectrode gap by

the plasma flow across the fuel slab allows the transmission

line to discharge. The transmission line consists of a LC-ladder

that is folded so either side of second-stage can discharge

the line; at the electrical midpoint of the line (not shown)

a steady power supply is connected. The storage capacitors

are assumed to be the same as used in the microthruster, with

a value of 80 J/can at 3000 volts. The *-:, --:.ance of the

line is adjusted to matcTh tbe • .. e approximately

to the discharge imipedance. The lijne shculd therefore discharge

with high efficiency in 26 c-ec: it a current of approximately
14 40kA. (Note that the-.e puisetime a _i constant current values

*[. are approaching Cuasi-stay ri D o er t_:.n, c. 1.969). Rather

fortuitously, the- 1o.e -] i . , . rl'; - th i:2tc: fit under

the fuel. slabs for , rhouater 2'/-LoJ *',,th of about 1.7 meters.

The fuel length is bas. 1 on 'n' '',': o,ratl,-).m at a total

repetition rate of L ,'. ]LQ . ',r,-, c - crwal power required

at this rate is i. ' t:,,:et. l:o1 teve ]evr,!, i C icate that

a 10 mlb, 1000 sp,- thv-st(r -< ,:ri.'iii capabi] ity; the

total mission i10,U0 0: , .,:. i 4)0 lbs for 30 seconds.

The thru:st off . ,' : P ;i '& s" c : exhaust speed

and impulse bit- 1-: t - r t'v'::: [ir-d~d by a factor of
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Figure B-1
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two in thrust/watt from experience with millipound enginesB - )
is Tr - 12.5%. For pulsed plasma thrusters, the product A-
in the formula for optimum exhaust speed converts to the joules/kg

of the storage system multiplied by the number of firings per
mission. If the tested lifetime of the capacitorsB- 2 (>3.7 x 106

shots) is combined with their specific energy (41 J/kg), then

the upper limit on UT is 1.5 x 108 J/kg. With = 12.5%,

and k = 1.5, the optimum specific impulse is 544 sec. The
extrapolated capacitor lifeB - 2 with lower energy density capacitors
would give = 1. x 109 J/kg, corresponding to an optimum
Isp of 1465 sec. The design goal of 1000 sec assumed in the

sample calculation is therefore probably reasonable. (Note
that at 1 Hz, the specific powc,. associated with the capacitors
is 41 w/kg, which is significantly 2e-s than values predicted
for future space-power sources, - 100 w/x%, so the capacitor

weight should dominate the calculation of ).

Table B-I

Specifications:

Average Thrust 10 mlb-sec/sec
Operating frequency 1 Hz (0.5 Hz per side)
Total Operation 1 year (3.15. x ]'r' shots)

Assumed Performance:

Thrust/watt 5.9 mlb/w (twice 2.95 mlb/w for
microthruster)

Ablated mass/joule 2.5 igjoule
Storage Capacitor 30 joule/can @3000 volts (same

size as thruster can)

Derived Values:

Stored Energy 1.7 kjoule (22 capacitors)
Stored Mass 66.9 kg per side
Fuel Volume 2.5 x i0 cm3 per side
Fuel Slab Dimensions Length 150 cm

Width 18 ' cm
rhickness 9.1 cm

Approximate Current 40kA
Approximate Pulselength 25 sec
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CRITICAL SPEED FOR SELF-FIELD PLASMA THRUSTERS

C.l. INTRODUCTION

For several years, it has been suggested that the exhaust

velocity of a magnetoplasmadynamic arcjet is limited by the

so-called Alfven critical speed:

ucrit ' (2)

where E is the first ionization level of a fuel atom

of mass m. A few theories, based on quite different physical

models, have led to this speed as a characteristic value of

the exhaust velocity at which electrode erosion, insulator

ablation, and/or "plasma instabilities" develop that serve

to limit arcjet performance. In particular, for arcjet current

J and mass flow i, the "onset" of diffictilties appears to

occur at values of j2/n that result in exhaust speeds near

Alfven critical speed. The present discussion invokes the

electromagnetic structure of the discharge flow and a require-

ment for power balance in steady-state in order to derive self-

consistent mass flow rates and exhaust speeds.

C.2. MODEL

The basic equation for the current di!7-ribution in a

plasma flow is:

D e -B =2B

Dt

where r = mass density, electrical conductivity (assumed

constant), and the convective derivative is based on the electron

fluid velocity Ue" (For high density flows, the plasma flow

velocity may be substituted for Ue). By dimensional analysis,

the characteristic scale over which the magnetic field varies

through the plasma flow in steady state is:

'S -
I hU

Without flow, the magnetic field would decrease linearly between
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the upstream and downstream boundaries of the thruster. As

the conducting flow accelerates, it convects magnetic flux
away from the upstream region and concentrates flux near the

downstream (B=O) boundary. A bifurcated current density

distribution is thereby obtained. Higher flow speeds result
in greater current concentration, and more intense dissipation.

The consequence of such dissipation is increased ablation

of electrodes and insulators. Ablation, however, contributes

to the total mass flow rate and thereby lowers the flow speed,

reducing the current concentration. A self-consistent solution

should therefore be expected.

As a simple model, let convection provide the primary
mechanism balancing resistive dissipation, with ablation absorbing

the heat not carried away by the fuel mass flow:

AQA i - mFQFJ

where j = current density

= volume in which dissipation occurs

m = mass flow rate

Q = heat absorbed per unit mass.
Subscripts A and F refer to ablated and fuel mass, respectively.

The factor c allows energy to be lost without causing ablation

(e.g., radiation to free space, thermal conduction).

The current density may be written in terms of the total
current J and the characteristic scale , which also provides

the volume, so

2 2,= ____ Tr 2 g

j2g

where g is a geometric factor that depends on the particular

thruster, and u is the exhaust speed. The electromagnetic

thrust provides this speed:
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u = _ in r2/r 1 +
4- ]h 4

where m is the total mass flow rate mnF + mA- Substitution

in the equation for ablation results in a quadratic equation:

(IF +  ] A Q +  AQA = - 2  j4g in r2 + 3

47 r I  4

The ablation rate relative to the fuel flow rate is then:

fa A = (c(+l) 2 + 4a( -l)1 1 / 2 - (X+l)1
m F  2a

where a = QA/cQF

and

j22 r / r + 34

~~= .JLL Q(ln2/--344 7 iF QF

For . < 1, there is no physical solution for the model as

constructed. There is insufficient dissipation to account for

the heat that could be carried away by the injected mass flow

rate absorbing an energy per unit mass QF" This insufficiency

can be resolved simply by reducing QF, i.e., allowing incomplete

ionization of the injected flow. For C > I the fuel mass

flow cannot cool the thruster sufficipntiy and ablation occurs.

The degree of ablation and thus the exhaust velocity attained

for a given current flow depends on the heat that can be absorbed

by the ablated material, expressed relative to the fuel by

the parameter a.

The condition 2=1 provides a value for j2/mF for which

mA = 0 and the dissipation is exactly balanced by convection

in the fuel mass flow. This value of j2/mF substituted in

the equation for exhaust velocity gives:

u = u o = [QF g(ln r./r1 + 3/4)]1/2

for QF E/m and a(ln r2/r I + 3/4) '2, u0  u crit. Thus,

correlation of self-field plasma thruster performance with
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Alfven critical speed might be expected simply on the basis of

ablation when the fuel flow rate is insufficient for thruster

cooling.

In Fig C-l, the actual exhaust speed (i.e., with ablation)

is compared with uI , the ideal exhaust speed (no ablation),

as the ideal speed is increased relative to uo . If there

is no possibility of ablation ('.), then the exhaust speed

can increase indefinitely. In the presence of plasma at

1-3 eV, however, solid surfaces can be expected to ablate

and ionize about as readily as neutral fuel gas (-l). Thus,

a little excess heating is rapidly compensated by additional

mass flow, resulting in an exhaust speed "plateau" at about

Uo: Ucrit*

For a=0, which would correspond to an ablation-fed thruster,

Fig C-1 indicates that the exhaust speed decreases relative to

uo based on QF- Proper substitution of this limiting case

(mF=O) in the ablation cooling model, however, provides a

constant operating speed:

UA = QA g(ln r2 + 3) 1/2

that is basically equivalent to operation at =l. The

characteristic discharge thickness for an ablation arc is

then:

A 1.uA

C.3. EXOTHERMIC ABLATION

For exothermic vs endothermic propellant slabs, there

- would be a modest reduction of QA, which is dominated by the

several eV needed to ionize vs the tenths of eV needed to

- ablate atoms from a surface. The pressure in the gas phase of

propellant combustion would typically be too high to maintain

sufficient ionization and electron temperature so the electrical

conductivity would be too low for current conduction near
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the surface. If the thruster chamber geometry allowed high

chamber pressures, then current flow within the chamber might

also be prevented. In the present model, resistive heating

is the only source of energy for ablation. With exothermic

propellants, however, not only is QA reduced, but ablation can

-proceed even if the current density near the surface decreases

to zero (- -large, associated with u- small). The ablation

arc could then be blown out of the thrust chamber. Burning

of propellant in a less-confined arrangement might allow current

flow and ionization in the lower pressure flow downstream

of the propellant surface. (In the diffusive limit, the current

density distribution will be determined by the conductivity

distribution). Adjusting QA and the chamber geometry to allow

ablation arc operation would provide lower values of specific

impulse and higher thrust per watt of electrical power.

C.4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present ablation cooling model provides a simple

physical basis for understanding velocity limitations in self-field

plasma thrusters without invoking a priori conditions such

as minimum power operation or choking. If additional physics

could provide a relationship between the efficiency of heat

transfer to ablation, ., and the current scale length :, then

it might be possible to explain the voltage oscillations

characteristic of "onset". For example, suppose r=l for '

< th, a diffusion distance for heat transfer from the plasma

and E.=0 for 6 > 6th. At a high enough value of ui/uo, the

actual exhaust velocity might alternate between values

corresponding to two different values of a. The corresponding

variation in back EMF (uxB) voltage would be observed as voltage

- oscillations in the thruster terminal characteristics and noise

on electrostatic probes. The characteristic time scale for such

- fluctuations would be associated with the change in flow field

through the thruster, i.e., the thruster depth divided by

the exhaust speed, (d/u - 5 cm/l.5 x 104 m/s = 3.3 ;,sec).
Oscillations at several hundred kilohertz should be observed.
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